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The immediate human toll of the 1994 Flight 427 disaster was staggering: all 132 people aboard
died on a Pennsylvania hillside. The subsequent investigation was a maze of politics, bizarre
theories, and shrouded answers. Bill Adair, an award-winning journalist, was granted special
access to the five-year inquiry by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) while its
investigators tried to determine if the world's most widely used commercial jet, the Boeing 737,
was really safe. Their findings have had wide-ranging effects on the airline industry, pilots, and
even passangers. Adair takes readers behind the scenes to show who makes decisions about
airline safety—and why.

"Adair writes a suspenseful mystery about a real-life event, enriching the story with his broad
knowledge of aviation." -- Charlotte Observer, April 1, 2002"Adair’s patient and sharp reporting
has given birth to one of the best books in a highly sensitive category." -- Aviation Week and
Space Technology, September 2, 2002"An informative and highly readable book." -- Wall Street
Journal, May 23, 2002"Bill Adair has done it right...Adair spent many days with key players,
allowing him to build his compelling narrative.'' -- USA Today, May 21, 2002"The book reads like
a classic mystery with a rich cast of characters and a long list of suspects…" -- Cox News
Service, May 21, 2002 --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From
Library JournalIn 1994, a Boeing 737 operated by USAir suddenly and inexplicably nosed over
and went into an uncontrollable dive. In 28 seconds, some 132 people died. National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) investigators worked for five years to determine the cause.
While NTSB, the FAA, Boeing, the pilots' union, and the airline pursued the engineering issues,
survivors and lawyers pursued the personal need for closure, revenge, and compensation. Each
party had its own agenda, and orchestrating the many voices over a lengthy and frustrating
investigation was difficult. Adair, a writer for the St. Petersburg Times, closely follows the
investigation as it creates and discards hundreds of theories, from bird impact to Mafia
assassination. He dissects the enormously complicated investigation and ably explains the
many competing issues that make aircraft disasters so difficult to bring to closure. His
examination of the behind-the-scenes work that shapes airline safety policy is detailed and
absorbing. Recommended for aeronautics, public policy, and journalism collections. Edwin B.
Burgess, U.S. Army Combined Arms Research Lib., Fort Leavenworth, KSCopyright 2002
Cahners Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.About the AuthorBill Adair covers aviation, national politics, and Congress for the St.
Petersburg Times. He has won numerous awards, including the Sigma Delta Chi Award for
Washington correspondence. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Read more
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KatherineACKNOWLEDGMENTSTom Haueter, John Cox, and Brett Van Bortel made this book
possible because of their candor. For six years, they shared their private thoughts about the
investigation and how the crash had changed their lives. They endured my frequent visits,
telephone calls, and repetitive questions. I thank them for their patience and their willingness to
open their lives to thousands of readers. I also appreciate the help I received from Trisha Dedik
and Jean Cox, who discussed how the investigation affected their husbands.I am grateful for the
cooperation of the chairman of the NTSB, Jim Hall, and the managing director, Peter Goelz. The
agency’s public affairs office initially rejected my proposal for a behind-the-scenes look at the
investigation, but Hall and Goelz agreed because they believed they had a positive story to tell.
They granted me special access to the investigators on the condition that I not publish anything
until the report was complete. I also want to thank the NTSB public affairs staff, past and
present, including Mike Benson, Pat Cariseo, Ted Lopatkiewicz, and Alan Pollock.I appreciate
the openness of people at Boeing. The company had never cooperated with a project like mine,
but several key officials realized it was in Boeing’s interest—and the interest of passengers who
fly its planes—to tell its side. I appreciate the support of Bill Curry, Liz Verdier, Russ Young, Sue
Bradley, John Dern, and Steve Thieme. Boeing’s historian, Tom Lubbesmeyer, shared the
company’s memos and marketing materials from the 1960s, which provided tremendous insight
into the decision-making process when the 737 was designed. The Boeing engineers and pilots
involved in the investigation—Jean McGrew, John Purvis, Rick Howes, Mike Hewett, Mike
Carriker, and Jim Draxler—were honest about their feelings and frustrations about the NTSB.
Because of their candor, I was able to write a more balanced book that reveals the tensions and
disagreements of the investigation.I am thankful for the assistance from people at USAir and the
Federal Aviation Administration. At USAir: Rick Weintraub, Deborah Thompson, Dave Supplee,
George Snyder, and Ralph Miller. At the FAA: Vikki Anderson, Dave Thomas, Drucella
Andersen, Bud Donner, Ed Kittel, Eliot Brenner, Diane Spitaliere, Paul Turk, Bob Hawk, and Ned
Preston.Thanks also to Joe Formoso, Mike Demetrio, Tom Ellis, Michael Pangia, Russ Chiodo,
John Kretz, Steve Okun, John Masor, Bob Flocke, and Keith Hagy.I am deeply grateful to my
colleagues at the St. Petersburg Times who helped with my series 28 Seconds, on which this
book is based, and to the Times for waiving copyright on the material first published in the
series. I am indebted to Richard Bockman and Neil Brown, who helped me shape the early
drafts and provided crucial advice on how to tell such a complex story. Thanks also to Paul Tash,



Sara Fritz, Chris Lavin, Susan Taylor Martin, Kelly Boring Smith, Bill Serne, Tom Rawlins, David
Dahl, Sherry Robinson, Kitty Bennett, and Times attorneys George Rahdert and Allison Steele. I
also thank my friend Don Phillips of the Washington Post, who provided help and
encouragement along the way.I am indebted to people who read drafts of the manuscript at
various stages, including Pat Trenner, Eric Adams, Peter Wallsten, Scott Moyers, and John
Donnelly. My agents, David Black and Gary Morris of the David Black Literary Agency, provided
tremendous support during the ups and downs of the past six years. I am especially grateful to
Mark Gatlin at the Smithsonian Institution Press for his enthusiasm and persistence about the
project.I thank my in-laws, Frank and Otey Swoboda, for providing me a place to write. My wife,
Katherine, provided many valuable suggestions about the manuscript, and she and our children,
Molly, Annie, and Miles, tolerated my frequent trips and my six-day workweeks as I finished the
book. We’ll have time to play with the Sega Dreamcast now, guys.CONTENTSCoverTitle
PageCopyrightDedicationAcknowledgmentsEpigraph Prologue A Bad Dream 1 A Good
Airplane 2 Zulu 3 Next-of-Kin Room 4 Tin Kicker 5 The First Clues 6 The Glow from
the Hill 7 Ziploc Bags 8 The Psychic and the Drug Dealer 9 Pipsqueak10 “Wanna Piece
of the Plane?”11 Backdrive12 Gremlin13 Pilot Error14 Decedent15 StalledPhoto
Insert16 Thumps17 The Anniversary18 The Hole in the Flight Envelope19 Blaming
God20 Eastwind21 Thermal Shock22 Grunts23
DeliberationsEpilogueGlossarySourcesThe important thing to understand about the rudder
pedals is that they are unnecessary; like your wisdom teeth, they serve no very good purpose
but can cause much trouble.Wolfgang Langewiesche, 1944PROLOGUEA BAD
DREAMSummer 1995Great Falls, VirginiaThe clock on the nightstand read 2 A.M., and Tom
Haueter was wide awake. He was usually a leaden sleeper, dead to the world once his head hit
the pillow. But tonight a nightmare had jolted him awake.By day Haueter ran the investigation
into the crash of USAir Flight 427. He was the consummate man in charge, all confidence and
certainty. At night, though, his doubts sometimes overcame him. It had been nine months since
the Boeing 737 corkscrewed out of the blue sky over Pittsburgh and dived into a hill at 300 miles
per hour, but Haueter still didn’t know why it had happened.He had run many investigations for
the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), and this one had started like all the rest—the
peculiar smell of death mixed with jet fuel and the adrenaline rush during the first few days of
examining the wreckage. But the rush he received had long since passed. Investigators usually
figure out the cause a week or two after a crash, but not this time. They had eliminated one
theory after another—the promising ones, the far-fetched ones, and a few that were truly bizarre
—and now it seemed they were back where they had started.At the NTSB, solving a case was
paramount. It was right there in federal law: “The board shall report the facts, conditions and
circumstances relating to each accident and the probable cause thereof.” If an investigator
couldn’t come up with the cause, he had failed. In the entire twenty-five-year history of the
NTSB, only four cases had gone unsolved—and one of those involved a 737.Indeed, Haueter
was accustomed to solving every case, even seemingly impossible ones like the crash in



Brunswick, Georgia, that killed U.S. senator John Tower. That case was especially difficult
because the evidence was so sketchy. The Embraer 120 plane did not have a flight data
recorder or a cockpit voice recorder. Haueter had to rely on radar data and the pilots’ last words
with air traffic controllers. But ultimately the NTSB had found a piece of wreckage, no bigger than
a coin, that revealed a flaw in the propeller system.Many of Haueter’s colleagues at the board
believed that he would never find the answer to the USAir crash. Some thought he should give
up. “You’ve got nothing,” one investigator said. “It’s time to walk.”Maybe it was. He fantasized
about quitting. He was fed up with the office politics and the childish sniping between Boeing
and the pilots union. He certainly could live without his beeper, without the calls in the middle of
the night, and without his job stealing his weekends. It would be good for his marriage.But his
fantasies about quitting didn’t last long. He realized there was no way he could leave in the
middle of the biggest mystery in NTSB history. His personal and professional pride was on the
line. And there were lives at stake.Haueter’s bosses were putting immense pressure on him. One
of them said that if the USAir case went unsolved, Congress would abolish the NTSB. If the
bozos at the board couldn’t solve this one, Congress would say, they might as well find a new
line of work. That was just the kind of pressure Haueter didn’t need. He not only had to figure out
whether the world’s most widely used jetliner had a fatal flaw, he also had to save his agency
from extinction.When he complained to a friend about the pressure, NTSB chairman Jim Hall got
wind of it and intercepted Haueter one day as he was walking out of the office.“Can you follow
me down for a minute?” Hall asked.They walked through the lobby, past the NTSB’s Most
Wanted List of safety recommendations, and entered an elevator.“You know, you don’t have to
solve it,” Hall said.“Jim, I appreciate that, but yeah, we do,” Haueter replied. “Greg and I need to
know what happened. We don’t want this thing hanging over us. We’ve got four unsolved
accidents. The safety board can’t afford a fifth.”Haueter felt that he could solve it. He just needed
time. But he worried about what might happen in the meantime.In his nightmare, another 737
had crashed, which prompted Congress to launch a massive inquiry to find out why the NTSB
had bungled the case.Suddenly he was in a giant hearing room, facing a panel of angry
congressmen. The TV cameras were zooming in on him. It seemed there were thousands of
people in the room, and all of them had decided he was guilty. He was at the witness table, all
alone.“What happened?” a congressman demanded. “Why didn’t you do something sooner?
Why didn’t you ground the fleet?”A GOOD AIRPLANESeptember 8, 1994Lisle, IllinoisBrett and
Joan Van Bortel pulled into the parking lot shortly after sunrise, with a few minutes to spare
before Joan’s 6:20 train. She was a marketing manager for Akzo Nobel, a big chemical company,
and liked to get to work early, even when it meant a twelve- or fourteen-hour day. This would be
one of those days. She was flying to Pittsburgh for a dinner meeting.Joan took a trip nearly every
week and had become a seasoned business traveler. She carried the same suitcase-on-wheels
that pilots and flight attendants used, and she traveled light, taking only the bare essentials for
each trip. Unfortunately, the prime spots for the chemical business were not the nation’s most
glamorous cities. She spent a lot of time in Akron, Ohio, the rubber capital of the world.Joan was



an ambitious person. Her goal was to become Akzo Nobel’s highest-ranking woman. She was
one of the first people to arrive in the office each morning and usually ate lunch at her desk so
she could keep working. She told her employees that every call should be picked up by the third
ring. She was not a chemist, but she took time to learn about the company’s products. She held
training sessions to teach employees how to pronounce the chemical names and made them
take written quizzes with questions like “How is rubber cured?” and “Name one of our products
that has zinc in it.” When Joan stopped at a gas station, she got into long conversations with
auto mechanics about the chemistry of tires.As she and Brett kissed good-bye, Joan looked
very professional in a stylish green-and-white suit, with her briefcase in hand. She wore her
engagement ring, which had a distinctive marquise diamond surrounded by other diamonds.
Brett had given her lots of jewelry, but this ring was her favorite.She was five feet two—almost a
foot shorter than Brett—with shoulder-length honey-brown hair, sparkling brown eyes, and a
flawless smile. With her hair up, she resembled the actress Jessica Lange. Brett loved the way
Joan was comfortable with a grunge look—big glasses, a baseball cap, and messy hair—and
the way she could transform herself into a knockout. She exercised every day and was in great
shape, which allowed her to indulge in an occasional bag of Skittles from the office snack
machine.While Joan was in Pittsburgh that night, Brett planned to stay home and install a tile
floor in their kitchen. He had promised her the floor would be finished before she came home the
following day.Captain Peter Germano and First Officer Charles B. Emmett III first saw Ship 513 in
Jacksonville, Florida. They had spent the previous two days flying to Indianapolis, Philadelphia,
Toronto, Cleveland, Charlotte, and then down to Jacksonville, a trip that involved three different
737s. Switching planes during a trip was standard procedure for most airline pilots. Because of
union work rules and government time limits, USAir pilots flew no more than eight hours per day,
followed by a mandatory nine hours and fifteen minutes of rest. A typical USAir 737 was in the
air for ten hours every day, however. That timing mismatch led to a complex and confusing
schedule, as the airline tried to maximize productivity by switching crews on and off different
aircraft throughout the day.Ship 513 had spent the night in Windsor Locks, Connecticut, where
mechanics performed a “transit check” on the plane, inspecting the hydraulic system for leaks,
examining the wheels and tires, and checking the engine oil. There were no significant
maintenance problems or pilot “squawks” that needed to be fixed. On the morning of September
8, a different set of pilots had flown the plane from Windsor Locks to Syracuse, Rochester,
Charlotte, and then Jacksonville. Emmett and Germano were scheduled to take the aircraft to
Charlotte, Chicago, and Pittsburgh.Ship 513 was identical to the 220 other 737s that USAir flew.
It had a shiny silver fuselage (painted planes were heavier, which meant higher fuel costs) and a
pair of stripes, red and blue, running the length of the plane just below the windows. The tail was
navy blue with red pinstripes and the airline’s simple logo in white letters. The company colors
were also featured on the inside—the seats were navy blue with red and white decorations. The
bulkhead that separated coach from first class was covered in a carpet that looked like a sunset.
It was supposed to absorb sound so that people talking in coach wouldn’t bother the first-class



passengers.The first-class section had 8 leather seats, and coach had 118 fabric-covered ones,
each designed to be as thin and lightweight as possible and still comply with federal safety
standards to withstand a forward force of nine times the force of gravity, or 9 Gs. It was a sharp-
looking plane, a big improvement over USAir’s previous colors, frumpy 1970s earth tones that
one USAir official had described as “red on brown on red on brown.”Ship 513 was seven years
old, which made it a relatively new plane in the USAir fleet. Purchased in October 1987 for about
$24 million, the plane had logged 23,800 hours—the equivalent of flying continuously for nearly
three years. It had made almost 14,500 flights or “cycles”—the most critical measurement of a
plane’s age. Each time an aircraft is pressurized for a flight, the airframe is subjected to
stress.The plane was part of the 300 series, which meant it was the third generation of 737s. The
first generation, the 100 series, was introduced in 1967. Boeing designed the 737–300 to be in
service for at least 75,000 cycles, but many planes continued to fly long after that. The life span
was economic, ending when it became too costly to maintain the planes. Airlines typically kept
jets for twenty to thirty years before trading them in for new models.Emmett, Germano, and the
flight attendants had arrived in Jacksonville about 11 P.M. on September 7 and checked in to the
Omni Jacksonville Hotel, a downtown high-rise overlooking the St. John’s River. Germano
ordered a turkey croissant sandwich from room service shortly before midnight and called his
wife, Christine, back in Moorestown, New Jersey. He and his crew would be able to sleep late
the next morning; they didn’t have to be back at the Jacksonville airport for their next trip until
noon.Their flight to Charlotte was uneventful.On the next leg, to Chicago, a USAir pilot named
Bill Jackson rode in the cockpit jump seat, a fold-down seat behind the pilots. It was common
practice in the airline industry to allow pilots to ride for free so they could commute from their
home city to their crew base. Many pilots preferred riding in the jump seat so they did not have to
listen to annoying chatter from passengers.About thirty minutes into the flight to Chicago,
Andrew McKenna Sr., a passenger in first class, heard a strange gurgling sound. He was a
seasoned traveler, the head of a major paper and packaging company, so he was accustomed
to the noises inside big jets. But this was unusual, like water being forced out of a sink. It seemed
to be coming from just above his head.McKenna summoned the flight attendant and described
the noise. He flew a lot, he told her, and he had never heard anything like it. She listened for a
moment and then said she thought the sound was coming from the PA speaker. McKenna wasn’t
sure that she was right, but he went back to his reading. He didn’t give the sound another
thought.The flight attendant picked up the intercom phone, called Germano in the cockpit, and
reported that a passenger was hearing an unusual noise that seemed to be coming from the PA
system. Germano turned to Jackson behind him in the jump seat and noticed that his knee was
pressing on a microphone button. Jackson moved his knee, and the flight continued to Chicago
without further complaints.But after the plane landed at O’Hare and parked at Gate F6,
passengers were still talking about the noise. The gate was packed with people waiting to board
the plane for its next trip, Flight 427 to Pittsburgh. As the arriving passengers walked off, a
woman whose husband was booked on Flight 427 overheard someone discussing the noise.



She decided to call USAir to make sure her husband’s plane was safe.The phone rang in the
mechanics lounge beneath the F gates just as USAir maintenance foreman Gerald Fox walked
in the door. He listened as the woman explained what she had overheard. She said she was
concerned because her husband was on the Pittsburgh flight.“I have two good mechanics on
duty,” Fox told her. “If there is a problem with the airplane, it will be taken care of before leaving.”
He hung up and walked outside to look for his mechanics. After searching for a few minutes, he
walked up the metal stairs to Ship 513, which was being loaded for the trip to Pittsburgh. He
found Germano in the covered Jetway just outside the plane and explained the woman’s
complaint about the strange noise. Germano did not mention the microphone incident from the
previous flight, but he did not seem concerned.Germano said, “I have a good airplane.”At the
Akzo Nobel office in downtown Chicago, Joan had gotten busy with meetings and phone calls,
so she was running late when she grabbed her bags at 3:45 P.M. and ran out of the office to
catch the El train to O’Hare. She had only an hour and fifteen minutes to get to the airport, and
several people at the office thought she would miss her flight. She had decided to take along a
laptop computer so she could work on a report at her Pittsburgh hotel. This was the first time
she’d carried a laptop, and she was worried that it might get zapped by the airport metal
detector, but her coworkers assured her it would be fine.Joan got off the train at O’Hare and
dashed through the underground tunnels and up the escalator to Terminal 2. She tossed her
suitcase and briefcase on the X-ray belt, walked through the metal detector, and grabbed her
bags. She hurried past the shoeshine stand and the snack bar to Gate F6. She would have
preferred to fly American or United—where she had most of her frequent flier miles—but neither
of those airlines had many flights to Pittsburgh. Her travel agent had booked her on USAir, which
had a big hub there.At O’Hare, however, USAir was a bit player. The airline’s gates in the F wing
looked like they hadn’t been improved since the days of the first Mayor Daley. Under yellowed
ceiling tiles, passengers sat in cramped gray chairs and watched the CNN Airport Network on a
blaring TV. The hallway echoed with the sound of footsteps and the clickety-clickety-clickety of
suitcase wheels. The PA system kept telling passengers: “May I have your attention, please. For
security reasons, keep your baggage with you at all times. Unattended baggage will be removed
by the Chicago Police Department.” A red cardboard sign told passengers to watch for
suspicious activity and to refuse packages from “anyone you do not know very well.”Joan
handed her ticket to the agent and walked down the Jetway toward Ship 513. She was in 14E, a
middle seat just behind the wing. Though she preferred to sit on the aisle, nothing was available
there. Flight 427 was packed. In the seat on her right was Robert Connolly, a financial consultant
headed home to Pittsburgh. In the one on her left was a man from Virginia named John T.
Dickens. The plane was so full that the Weavers, a family of five from Upper St. Clair,
Pennsylvania, had to sit in middle seats scattered around the cabin. Seven-year-old Scott
Weaver was one row ahead of Joan, and his eleven-year-old sister, Lindsay, was one row back.
The family was returning from a funeral for a nine-year-old cousin.It was primarily a business
flight. Eight U.S. Department of Energy employees were returning to Pittsburgh from a coal



conference. Several of them had initially booked seats on later USAir flights but had switched to
this one so they could get home earlier. Also on board were four people from US Steel, a lawyer
from Westinghouse, and an account executive from a Chicago radio station. The man in 20C
was a neuroscientist from the Scripps Institute for Oceanography. The grad student in 16A was
flying to Pittsburgh for a job interview. The well-tanned guy with the baseball cap in 17F was a
convicted drug dealer.At the gate, Captain Germano was given the flight plan, the weather
forecast, and the cargo manifest on a computer printout that stretched four feet long. Pilots often
joked about the big stack of paperwork for each flight, saying that when the weight of the paper
exceeded the weight of the airplane, it was safe to fly. The papers told Germano that Flight 427
was scheduled to leave at 4:50 P.M. Chicago time and land in Pittsburgh 55 minutes later. The
plane would have a cruising altitude of 33,000 feet and would get a gentle push from a 31-knot
tailwind. The plane would need 6,400 pounds of jet fuel, but it would carry more than twice that
amount in case Germano had to divert to another city or go into a holding pattern.The plane’s
route looked like gibberish: ORD . . GIJ.J146 . . J34.DJB . . ACO . CUTTA1 . PIT, but Germano
could read it like simple street directions. The three-letter codes stood for airports and navigation
markers between Chicago and Pittsburgh. Flight 427 would climb away from O’Hare (ORD), over
a point known as Gipper east of Gary, Indiana, and then up to jet routes J146 and J34. They
were like interstate freeways in the sky, carrying high-altitude east-west traffic along the Indiana-
Michigan border and then southeast toward Pittsburgh. Flight 427 would cross over a navigation
point known as Dryer near Cleveland and then begin to descend near Akron, Ohio. It would
follow a standard arrival route known as “CUTTA,” which was like a big funnel for planes from the
northwest converging on the Pittsburgh airport.Several pages of Germano’s paperwork dealt
with the weather. There were SIGMETS—significant meteorological conditions—for Georgia and
Florida, but none that would affect his brief flight over the Midwest. The weather in Pittsburgh
looked perfect, sunny skies with temperatures in the mid-seventies. All of the Pittsburgh runways
were dry.The papers also gave Germano crucial information about the plane’s weight and the
speed necessary to get off the ground. The plane would be carrying 11 tons of people and 3,700
pounds of cargo. The aircraft and its contents would weigh 115,000 pounds as it roared down
the O’Hare runway. It would need to go at least 138 knots, or 159 miles per hour, to get
airborne.At the bottom of the main page, Germano saw this statement:I HEREBY
ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF THIS FLIGHT PLAN AND NECESSARY ATTACHMENTS AND
CONSIDER ALL CONDITIONS INCLUDING MY PHYSICAL CONDITION SUITABLE FOR THIS
FLIGHT. I HAVE ADEQUATE KNOWLEDGE OF ALL FACTORS AFFECTING THE ROUTE,
WEATHER, NAVIGATION, COMMUNICATIONS, TERRAIN, OBSTRUCTIONS AND ALL
APPLICABLE PROCEDURES AND REGULATIONS.Germano printed his name and his USAir
employee number, then signed his name. The lives of 131 people on board were now his
responsibility.As the passengers stuffed their carry-on luggage into the overhead bins, baggage
handlers filled the belly of the plane with 1,700 pounds of luggage and a ton of Business Week
magazines that were ultimately headed to subscribers in the Carolinas. The flight was running



about fifteen minutes late, so USAir mechanic Tim Molloy had extra time to walk around the
plane and make sure it was safe. He circled Ship 513 twice, checking the tires, the wings, the
rudder, the tubes that measure airspeed, and the fluid levels for the hydraulic systems. He made
sure all the cargo doors were locked. No problems. The plane looked fine.Either Molloy or
mechanic Mark Kohut pushed the plane back with a USAir tractor—neither of them remembers
who performed which task—and told the pilots by intercom that it was safe to start the engines.
The mechanic then stood away from the plane and snapped the pilots a salute. Flight 427 was
on its way.ZULUThe cockpit in Ship 513 was identical to every other USAir 737. With pilots
switching planes two or three times a day, it was crucial that the instruments and controls be in
exactly the same place in all the planes. The cockpit seemed to be filled with a hundred clocks. It
was possible to equip 737s with more modern computer screens, but USAir chose to stick with
the older-style “steam gauges” so that all its planes would be standardized.The walls and panels
of the cockpit were gray, a neutral color that allowed pilots to see the dials more easily. There
were two seats with sheepskin covers, for the captain and the first officer, plus the fold-down
jump seat behind them that could be used by Federal Aviation Administration inspectors or pilots
hitching a ride from one city to another. A sign on the back wall of the cockpit said: LIQUOR TAX
HAS BEEN PAID, a requirement because the airline served alcohol. The cockpit door had a
small mirror on the inside so the pilots could straighten their hats and ties before saying hello or
good-bye to passengers.Many people who earn more than $100,000 a year have spacious
offices, but not airline pilots. They work in a room smaller than a bedroom closet. The 737
cockpit is a familiar, comfortable place to them, however. The controls and instruments are laid
out very logically. The most important controls are directly in front of the pilots—the rudder
pedals and the wheel/control column. The most important gauges—airspeed, altitude, the
attitude indicator, and the compass/navigational dial—form a T in the center of each pilot’s
instrument panel. Switches and levers that are used less frequently are placed farther away. The
circuit breaker panel, which is not used very often, is directly behind the seats. Above the pilots’
heads is a small compartment with an escape rope so they can climb out a window and slide
down the fuselage if the cockpit door is blocked. Hidden beneath the jump seat is an ax, which
pilots can use to chop into an electrical panel during a fire or to break out of wreckage after a
crash.By standardizing cockpits, the airlines are encouraging repetition. If pilots perform the
same task repeatedly, it should become so automatic that they don’t make mistakes. That’s also
the rationale behind requiring them to use checklists—to make sure that they flip each lever the
same way, in the same order, on every flight. Checklists are no guarantee that a crew won’t
screw up—the checklists themselves can become so rote that pilots race through them without
doing what the list calls for—but when used properly they provide a good tool for helping the
pilots go through the tasks consistently. Standardization is crucial because captains and first
officers may never have flown together before. Pilots pick their trips based on their own personal
schedules and their favorite cities, so the selection of a copilot is usually just a matter of luck. (A
prized USAir trip was Baltimore–St. Thomas–St. Croix–Baltimore, which had a 25–hour overnight



at a nice resort in St. Croix; the least popular were the red–eyes, such as the 2 A.M. Los
Angeles–to–Pittsburgh flight.)Germano and Emmett had been through the 737 checklists
thousands of times and could probably have recited them from memory. But before the plane
departed, the pilots were still required to go through them point by point. The lists had a unique
rhythm, like a rap song with two singers alternating back and forth:Fuel quantity?15–6 required;
15–6 on board.Oil and hydraulic quantities?Checked and checked.Fuel panel?Set.Seat belt
sign?On.Window heat?On.Hydraulics?A’s off; B’s on.Pressurization?Set.On each flight the
captain and first officer trade off the tasks of flying the plane and communicating with air traffic
controllers, thus spreading the workload evenly and assuring that they both get a chance to fly.
But a distinct pecking order is still in effect. The captain, whose uniform carries four stripes on
the shoulder epaulets, has the ultimate responsibility. If the captain thinks that anything about the
plane is unsafe, the flight won’t leave. Likewise, only the captain has the authority to abort a
takeoff.The top job comes with a few perks. USAir 737 captains made about $160,000 a year in
1994, whereas first officers made $110,000. Also, the captain traditionally gets to sit inside the
cockpit while the first officer performs the walk-around inspection outside the plane, which can
be a miserable task during rain or snow.Germano, from Moorestown, New Jersey, was forty-five
years old and had been flying since he was seventeen. He flew for the New York State Air
National Guard and began his airline career with Braniff Airways in 1976. He started with USAir
in 1981, initially as a flight engineer on the Boeing 727, then as first officer on the BAC-111 and
then as first officer and captain on the 737. He was an accomplished pianist, had been married
for nineteen years, and had two daughters, ages three and nine.Emmett, who was thirty-eight,
also began flying as a teenager. He started his career by flying corporate planes and in 1987
joined Piedmont Airlines, which was bought by USAir two years later. He was married and lived
in the Houston suburb of Nassau Bay. He loved to sail, and he drove a Corvette with the Texas
license plate 1USAIR. At six feet four, he was one of the tallest USAir pilots.It was Emmett’s turn
to fly, so Germano would be handling radio duties on the leg to Pittsburgh. Assuming that they
followed standard airline procedures—as virtually every USAir pilot did—the taxiing and takeoff
would have gone like this:After one of the mechanics pushed the plane back with a tractor,
Emmett turned the ignition switch and Germano moved a lever to start the No. 2 engine, the one
on the right wing. After waiting about forty seconds for the engine to spool up, the pilots started
No. 1. Germano moved a lever to engage the parking brake until they were cleared to leave.
Emmett set the flaps on the wings to provide the extra lift it would take to get the plane airborne.
(It is crucial to set the flaps. Two crashes in the late 1980s were the result of pilots’ forgetting to
set them.)The pilots then went through the “After Start” checklist, making sure that the
generators and hydraulic pumps were on and the engine anti-ice was set properly. They checked
for heat in the pitot tube, a sensor that measures airspeed, and then checked their shoulder
harnesses to make sure they were snapped and secure.“After-start checklist complete,” said
Emmett.Ground controllers cleared them to follow the taxiways until they reached Runway 32-
Left, where they waited for another controller’s direction. It was shortly before 5 P.M. Central



Time.“Cleared for takeoff,” the controller said.Emmett moved the throttle levers forward and
pushed a button marked “TOGA,” which stood for “take off/go around.” That action energized the
autothrottles so the plane’s flight-management computer would control the big CFM-56 engines.
The computer would keep the power steady as the plane climbed.The silver 737 began to roll
down the runway. Just as Emmett removed his left hand from the throttle levers, Germano placed
his right hand on them. It would be Germano’s responsibility to decide whether to reject the
takeoff.“Eighty knots,” Germano called out.Emmett looked at his airspeed indicator to make sure
it agreed. “Checked,” he responded.The plane was nearing V-1, the speed at which it could no
longer be stopped on the runway.“V-1,” said Germano, removing his hand from the power levers.
They were committed now. They had to fly.“Rotate,” said Germano.Emmett pulled back on the
control column, lifting the plane’s nose into the Chicago sky. They were airborne.“Gear up,”
Emmett said.Germano grabbed the gear lever—it had a small wheel on the end so it would be
unmistakable—and flipped it up. The pilots heard a thump as the nose gear was pulled inside
the plane.Emmett relied on the autopilot most of the way. USAir wanted its crews to use the
device as much as possible because it made the plane more fuel-efficient. It was like cruise
control in a car. Emmett could set the desired airspeed, altitude, and heading on a panel just
below the windscreen, and the plane would automatically follow that course. Ship 513 also had a
flight-management computer that kept track of the plane’s route and position and told the
autopilot when to turn, climb, or descend. The computer could be cranky, however. About thirty
minutes into the flight, Emmett had trouble getting it to accept a command.“Ah, you piece of
shit!” said Emmett.“What?” asked Germano.“I said, ‘Aw, c’mon, you piece of shit!’ This damn
thing is so fucking slow!”Emmett cursed the computer twice more before it did what he wanted.
“There it is,” he said, finally satisfied.The plane was at 29,000 feet as it cruised along the
Michigan-Indiana border and then over the sparkling waters of Lake Erie, before banking gently
to the right and turning southeast toward Cleveland.“USAir 427, cleared direct to Akron, rest of
route unchanged,” a controller in Cleveland told Germano. “Give me the best forward airspeed,
in-trail spacing.”“Direct Akron, best forward, you got it,” Germano said. “USAir 427.”They began a
steady descent toward 24,000 feet. Once they reached that point, another controller told them to
continue down to 10,000 feet, the point where they would enter the CUTTA arrival pattern into
the Pittsburgh airport.Germano tuned the radio to the recorded weather briefing. “Pittsburgh
tower arrival information Yankee,” it said. “Two-one-five-two Zulu weather. Two five thousand
scattered. Visibility one five. Temperature seven five. Dew point five one. Wind two seven zero at
one zero.”That meant the weather was ideal: 75 degrees Fahrenheit with scattered clouds and
15 miles of visibility. It was a perfect summer evening. The two pilots were relaxed. It was a
Thursday shortly before 7 P.M. Eastern time, their last day of work that week. They chatted with a
flight attendant about pretzels and sampled her fruit juice-Diet Sprite concoction.“That’s good,”
said Germano after taking a sip.“That is different,” said Emmett. “Be real, be real good with some
dark rum in it.”“Yeah, right!” the flight attendant said.The plane had crossed Ohio and was nearly
to the Pennsylvania state line as it steadily descended toward 10,000 feet. About this time, the



flight attendants were probably walking through the cabin to collect cups and cans. Passengers
were told to put away computers and other electronic gadgets that might affect the plane’s
navigational equipment.“USAir 427, Pittsburgh Approach,” air traffic controller Richard Fuga told
the pilots. “Heading one-six-zero, vector I-L-S Runway two-eight Right final approach course.
Speed two-one-zero.” Fuga sounded as if he was in a great mood. His voice was playful as he
directed planes toward the airport.The pilots had been told to slow the airspeed to 210 knots
and fly a heading toward Runway 28-Right. The plane was closing in on the Pittsburgh airport
now, and Germano had listened to the latest radio briefing on airport conditions, which was
known as “Yankee.”“We’re coming back to two-one-zero,” Germano replied to Fuga. “One-sixty
heading down to ten, USAir 427 and, uh, we have Yankee.”A minute later, Fuga told them to
descend to 6,000 feet. Germano acknowledged it, saying, “Cleared to six, USAir 427.” The pilots
went through a preliminary checklist, making sure that the altimeters and other flight instruments
were set properly.“Shoulder harness?” Germano asked.“On,” replied Emmett.“Approach
brief?”“Plan two-eight-right, two-seven-nine inbound, one-eleven-seven.” They had set the
navigation radios to align the plane with the runway.Ship 513 was the last plane from the
northwest in a big wave of arrivals. After landing in Pittsburgh, it would continue to West Palm
Beach. But Emmett and Germano would switch to yet another 737 and fly the final leg of their
trip across Pennsylvania to their home base, Philadelphia.Fuga told Germano to slow the plane
to 190 knots and begin turning toward the Pittsburgh airport at a compass heading of
140.Germano acknowledged, saying, “Okay, one-four-zero heading and one-nine-zero on the
speed, USAir 427.”One of the pilots switched on the seat belt sign, but then Emmett realized he
hadn’t told the passengers to prepare for landing. “Oops, I didn’t kiss ’em ’bye. What was the
temperature, ’member?”“Seventy-five.”“Folks, from the flight deck, we should be on the ground in
’bout ten more minutes,” Emmett announced over the PA system. “Uh, sunny skies, little hazy.
Temperatures, temperatures ah, seventy-five degrees. Wind’s out of the west around ten miles
per hour. Certainly appreciate you choosing USAir for your travel needs this evening, hope
you’ve enjoyed the flight. Hope you come back and travel with us again. At this time we’d like to
ask our flight attendants, please prepare the cabin for arrival. We’d ask you to check the security
of your seat belts. Thank you.”Germano was confused about the runway assignment. “Did you
say two-eight Left for USAir 427?” he asked the controller.“Uh, USAir 427, it’ll be two-eight
Right,” Fuga said.“Two-eight Right, thank you.”Germano then listened to Fuga slow other planes
to 190 knots, the equivalent of 218 miles per hour. “Boy, they always slow you up so bad here,”
he said to Emmett.“That sun is gonna be just like it was takin’ off in Cleveland yesterday, too.”
Emmett said, laughing. “I’m just gonna close my eyes. You holler when it looks like we’re
close.”Germano chuckled. “Okay.”They were about four miles behind Delta Air Lines Flight 1183,
a Boeing 727 that was going to land ahead of them. Another plane, an Atlantic Coast Airlines
Jetstream commuter plane, had just taken off and was about to enter their area.“USAir 427, turn
left heading one-zero-zero. Traffic will be one to two o’clock, six miles, northbound Jetstream
climbing out of thirty-three for five thousand,” Fuga told them. The commuter plane was headed



from 3,300 feet to 5,000, but it would stay miles away.“We’re looking for the traffic, turning to one-
zero-zero, USAir 427,” said Germano.They started a gentle left turn. “Oh, yeah,” Emmett said,
mocking a slight French accent, “I see zuh Jetstream.”“Sheeez,” said Germano.“Zuh,” said
Emmett.Thump. The plane suddenly rolled to the left. Thump.“Whoa,” said Germano. The wings
on the big 737 started to level off, but now the left wing rolled down again.“Hang on, hang on,”
Germano said. Emmett grunted.One of them clicked off the autopilot, triggering the whoop-
whoop-whoop of the autopilot warning horn.“Hang on,” said Germano.“Ohhh shiiiiit,” Emmett
said in his slight Texas twang, sounding increasingly worried.To passengers back in the cabin,
the bumps initially felt like routine turbulence. But then the plane kept rolling left, and the nose
pitched down toward the ground.The pilots were desperately trying to figure out what was
happening. One of them pulled back on the control column, trying to get the nose up.“What the
hell is this!!?” Germano exclaimed. Moments earlier, he had been able to see the horizon and a
perfect blue sky. Now all he could see was the ground. Only twelve seconds had passed since
the first hint of trouble.The cockpit was chaotic. Stickshakers on the pilots’ control columns
began rattling like jackhammers, warning them that the plane was stalling. The autopilot warning
kept blaring whoop-whoop-whoop, notifying them that it had been disconnected. But that was
the least of their problems. The plane’s traffic computer spotted the Jetstream a few miles away
and its electronic voice shouted “TRAFFIC! TRAFFIC!”“What the … !!!?” asked Germano.The
plane was still a mile up in the sky above the Green Garden Plaza shopping center, diving
straight down at 240 miles per hour, twisting like a leaf and gaining speed. Out their front
window, the pilots could see trees, roads, and the shopping center spinning closer and closer.
As the plane corkscrewed down, passengers were pressed back in their seats by centrifugal
force so strong that they had difficulty even lifting their hands off their laps. The wings had been
robbed of their ability to fly, which made the plane shake violently, as if it were running over a
thousand potholes.“Oh!” said Emmett.“Oh God! Oh God!” cried Germano.The dials and gauges
in the cockpit spun like clocks rushing forward in time. Germano shouted to controllers, “Four-
twenty-seven emergency!”The plane continued to dive toward a rocky hill.“Shit!”“Pull!”They were
only 700 feet above the hill and diving at 280 miles per hour.“Oh shit!”“Pull!”“God!” cried
Emmett.Germano screamed, “Pulllllllll!”It had been just twenty-eight seconds since the first
inkling of trouble.Just before impact, Emmett sounded resigned, almost pleading, as he said,
“Noooo …”In the eerie darkness of the Pittsburgh TRACON, a windowless room filled with
glowing radar screens, Richard Fuga saw the plane’s altitude suddenly drop to 5,300 feet.“USAir
427, maintain six thousand,” he told them. “Over.”He heard “emergency” and the pilots’ final
cries. Either Emmett or Germano had kept his finger on the radio button as the plane fell.The
altitude on Fuga’s radarscope suddenly changed to three Xs. That meant the plane was falling
so fast that the FAA computer did not believe it. A moment later the plane disappeared from the
screen.Fuga called to them urgently. “USAir 427, Pittsburgh?”No response.“USAir 427,
Pittsburgh?”Still nothing.Fuga gave rapid directions to another pilot and then called again for the
missing plane. “USAir 427, Pittsburgh?”Nothing.He then said sadly, “USAir 427 radar contact



lost.”He asked other controllers to take over his flights and summoned a supervisor. He pointed
to his screen. “Last radar and radio on 427, right here.”Dozens of people saw the USAir plane
fall. It was 7:03 P.M. in Hopewell Township, and the soccer games were in full swing on a field a
few blocks from the hill. The 737 had flown over the soccer field and then rolled left and plunged
toward earth.“Look at that airplane!” shouted someone on the field.In a car a mile south of the
soccer field, Mike Price saw the plane twist out of the sky. “That airplane’s in trouble,” he told his
father. It looked like someone had picked up the 737 by its tail and let it fall straight down. In the
parking lot at Green Garden Plaza, Amy Giza had just climbed into her car and was reading the
directions for a new set of math flash cards when her six-year-old son said, “Mommy, that
airplane just fell out of the sky.”George David, the owner of a 62-acre farm on Green Garden
Road, was cutting flowers in his yard when he heard the roar of the plane’s engines. He thought
it might be a truck racing out of control. Then he heard the explosion as the plane struck the
gravel road that led to his neighbor’s house. Trees blocked everyone’s view of the actual impact,
but lots of people saw the fireball erupt a moment later. Inside the Giant Eagle grocery store at
Green Garden Plaza, the crash sounded like a huge crack of thunder.A plume of smoke rose
from the hill and drifted across Route 60, over the Beaver Lakes Golf Course. At least seventy-
five people called 911. The first person to reach the Hopewell Township police department—
entered into the log as “hysterical caller”—said a plane had crashed behind the shopping center.
At fire stations throughout the Pittsburgh area, firefighters heard a series of tones and then “Zulu
at Pittsburgh International Airport.” A Zulu call meant a disaster with at least twenty people
killed.More than forty fire trucks, ambulances, and police cars raced to the crash site, about ten
miles west of the airport. When Engine 921 of the Hopewell Volunteer Fire Department reached
the woods at the top of the hill, Captain James Rock hopped out and grabbed an ax and a pry
bar. He was a professional firefighter at a nearby Air Force base and had taken part in many
drills rescuing people from plane crashes. He dashed through the woods, ready to pry
passengers out of the wreckage and save some lives.He saw mangled luggage and airplane
seats. He saw a man’s dismembered hand on the ground. He looked around feverishly. There
was no one to save.Firefighters pulled hoses into the woods and sprayed water on the wreckage
and the trees to douse the flames. Others ran through the woods, shouting for
survivors.“Anybody here?!” they yelled. “Anybody need any help?!”There was no reply.A police
officer stood at the center of the debris, right where the nose had hit, and asked, “Where’s the
plane?”Down the hill at the shopping center the scene quickly became chaotic. Dozens of fire
trucks and ambulances showed up, even though Hopewell Township authorities had not
requested them. When fire chiefs and ambulance drivers throughout the Pittsburgh area heard
there had been a plane crash, they just piled into their trucks and drove to Hopewell, eager to
help.They were not needed. There were a few fires to put out, and there was plenty of need for
police to direct traffic and protect the crash site, but rescuers in dozens of ambulances and
advanced life support trucks had nothing to do. This would be a cleanup operation, not a rescue
call.At FAA headquarters in Washington, a phone rang in the operations center on the tenth



floor. It was the FAA nerve center for crashes, terrorism, and other mayhem, a place that looked
like a remnant from the Cold War. In one room was a sophisticated TV-computer system that
allowed the ops officer to watch all four major TV networks simultaneously. In another corner
was a big radio panel with microphones and dials that looked like something out of Dr.
Strangelove. It let the FAA communicate with airports and air traffic controllers if telephones got
knocked out in a hurricane or a military attack.The conference room next door served as a
situation room, a place where FAA officials could plot strategy in a crisis and be in constant
touch with people around the country. The phone system allowed elaborate conference calls for
up to 240 people. That was especially useful after a crash, when the FAA wanted to link its
accident investigators with their counterparts from the National Transportation Safety Board so
they could make arrangements to travel to the site.Ops officer Sharon Battle took the call about
Flight 427 from someone in the FAA’s northeast regional office. She then pulled out the gray
“Notification Record” that listed each office and government agency she needed to call. One by
one, she went down the list, calling FAA administrator David Hinson and the rest of the FAA top
brass, as well as the White House Situation Room, the FBI, and the CIA.“We’d like to give you a
briefing,” she told each of them. “USAir Flight 427, a Boeing 737, O’Hare to Pittsburgh at 6,000
feet. Radio and radar contact lost. Unknown fatalities or survivors at this time. Unknown if any
ground injuries.”She then made a round of calls to the accident investigators from the FAA and
the NTSB. It was time to mobilize the Go Team.John Cox and Bill Sorbie were in Pittsburgh for a
USAir program called Operation Restore Confidence, a safety campaign about pilot mistakes
and the need for pilots to follow procedures. The program had been in the works for months but
had gotten new urgency because of the crash of USAir Flight 1016 in Charlotte two months
earlier. It was USAir’s fourth fatal crash in five years, which had prompted the FAA to scrutinize
the airline to make sure it had no systemic safety problems. Wind shear had thrown Flight 1016
to the ground, but NTSB investigators were likely to blame the pilots for flying into the storm.Cox
and Sorbie were USAir pilots and safety officials with their union, the Air Line Pilots Association
(ALPA). The union had surprisingly good relations with the company, especially on safety issues.
A recent joint program was a case in point. The airline was having repeated problems with pilots
who strayed from their assigned altitude, which not only could be dangerous but also could lead
to FAA fines. So ALPA and the company agreed on a new procedure in which both pilots were
required to call out their assigned altitude and then point their index finger at the altitude number
on the instrument panel. That simple routine had reduced the number of deviations by more than
90 percent. The union and the airline hoped that Operation Restore Confidence would have the
same kind of dramatic effect. The six-hour program began with statistics about mistakes by
USAir pilots and then discussed how they could improve and standardize their procedures.Like
many pilots, Cox and Sorbie had chosen to live in Florida, where taxes and housing prices were
low, and commute to their crew base (Baltimore for Cox, Philadelphia for Sorbie) when they had
to fly a trip. Cox and his wife, Jean, a USAir flight attendant, lived in a waterfront home in St.
Petersburg. Sorbie lived on a houseboat a few miles away in Tierra Verde. The Operation



Restore Confidence meeting ended in the late afternoon, but the pilots decided to stay and have
dinner at Mario’s, their favorite Italian restaurant, instead of rushing back to Florida. They
finished dinner and were heading to their hotel with Don McClure, another ALPA official, when
Sorbie’s pager went off, followed by McClure’s and then Cox’s. Within a minute, the three pagers
sounded again.“Oh, shit,” Sorbie said.They got back to their hotel, a Hampton Inn at the airport,
and went to Sorbie’s room. He called the ALPA official who had paged them and got the news: A
USAir plane was down.“This cannot be,” said Cox, who was still a member of the investigation
looking into the crash of 1016. “This cannot be happening again.” He figured it wasn’t really a
USAir jet. It was probably a USAir Express commuter plane. People often got the facts wrong in
the first few hours after a crash.But as the details emerged over the next hour it was clear that
the plane was indeed a USAir 737, the same type of plane that Cox piloted.They drove to the
ALPA office near the Pittsburgh airport and spent ninety minutes on the phone notifying other
people from the union and talking about which accident investigators should be summoned to
the crash site. They were about ten miles away themselves, so Cox, Sorbie, and another ALPA
official arranged for a police escort and headed west on Route 60 toward Hopewell Township.
They showed their USAir ID badges to police officers at several checkpoints and then drove up
Green Garden Road and parked in a driveway. As they climbed out of their rental car, they saw
smoke still coming from the hill. They borrowed flashlights from an officer, walked under a line of
police tape, and picked their way through the trees. A firefighter came up to them and asked,
“Who are you guys?”“We’re accident investigators from the pilots union,” they said.“There’s not
much here,” the firefighter said.The pilots asked if there were any survivors.“No, nobody will get
out of this one.”The first things Cox and Sorbie saw were some of the lightest items from the
plane—EXIT signs and life jackets. As they got closer, they began seeing body parts and then
larger pieces of the plane. Sorbie was struck by the lack of smells. After a plane crashes, there’s
usually the sweet aroma of jet fuel. Sorbie sniffed the air but couldn’t smell it. Geez, he thought, I
hope the pilot didn’t run the damn thing out of gas.It was a surreal scene. The plane appeared to
have crashed on a long dirt road, but debris had been blasted in every direction. There were no
lights on the road, so the fire department had brought in portable lamps that sprayed the trees
with a harsh white light and cast long shadows in the woods. Fires were spontaneously popping
up in the trees, and firefighters ran over to extinguish them.As the pilots got closer to the road,
they noticed larger and larger pieces of wreckage, but most were no bigger than a car door. It
looked like the 109-foot-long plane had disintegrated. They walked all around the woods, shining
their flashlights on the largest pieces of wreckage. The engines were battered but still whole.
The biggest piece was the tail, but it was badly banged up. As they walked carefully around the
road and through the woods, Cox kept looking for parts from a second airplane, figuring that the
737 had been in a midair collision. But as he aimed the flashlight at the hundreds of pieces on
the ground and in the trees, he saw only fragments of the big silver jet.“Seen enough?” asked
Sorbie.“Yeah,” Cox said. “I’ve seen way more than enough.”NEXT-OF-KIN ROOMBrett Van
Bortel’s company, Reed Elsevier, depended on business travelers like his wife, Joan. The



company published the Official Airline Guide, known in frequent flier shorthand as the OAG,
which listed complete airline schedules for every city in the country. Brett wrote brochures and
magazine ads that portrayed the OAG as the bible of frequent travelers. He had even stirred up
trouble with a billboard he had written. It stood just outside the entrance to O’Hare and read,
O’HARE AHEAD, CARRY PROTECTION, with a picture of the OAG Pocket Flight Guide. City
officials were not amused at the implication that people might need protection in their beloved
airport, so the sign came down.Brett was a child of suburbia. He and his two brothers grew up in
West Chicago. His father was an executive with a food service company, his mom was a teacher.
They lived in a spacious colonial house across the street from a picturesque forest preserve that
had ponds and hiking trails. It was like an extension of the Van Bortels’ front yard—a huge place
where Brett and his brothers could build forts and go camping. In the winter they went cross-
country skiing through the tranquil forest; on the Fourth of July, they climbed to the top of an old
landfill called Mount Trashmore and watched the fireworks.Brett was on the track and swimming
teams and played middle linebacker and center on the freshman football squad. He broke his
neck in a bad car accident when he was sixteen, but recovered completely. He had always been
the writer in the family, even as a boy. On his eighteenth birthday, an age when many boys are in
full rebellion against their parents, he wrote his mother a sentimental poem about how much he
loved her. He chose the University of Iowa because it had a great English department. His
favorite writers were classic authors—Thomas Hardy, Jonathan Swift, and Shakespeare. But he
also liked First Blood, the book that was the basis for the Rambo movies.Joan had grown up on
a farm in Melrose, Iowa, a tiny town about sixty miles south of Des Moines. Melrose was known
as “Iowa’s Little Ireland” because most of its residents, including Joan’s family, were Irish. Her
parents grew corn and soybeans and raised cows. As the only girl in a family of five boys, Joan
was spared most of the farm duties. That was just as well because she gradually discovered that
she preferred living in the city. In choosing to go to the University of Iowa, Joan effectively said
good-bye to farm life. (They say in Iowa that you go to the University of Iowa for culture and to
Iowa State for agriculture. Joan had chosen culture.)Joan and Brett were acquaintances for
several years in college but did not start dating until their senior year. After they graduated, they
spent a winter skiing in Vail, Colorado, and then moved to Chicago to start their careers. They
had bought a ranch-style house on Riedy Road just before they were married. It was a fixer-
upper with purple and green walls that desperately needed to be repainted. But they found it a
lot more inviting than the sterile shoebox homes in nearby Naperville, the ones on streets with
names like Whispering Woods, even though there wasn’t a single native tree for miles. The Lisle
house would take some work, but they could give it personality. They were not do-it-yourselfers,
but figured they could learn. Their first project was the bathroom. They gave it a new coat of paint
and wallpaper, and Brett replaced the toilet himself.His latest project was installing floor tile in
the kitchen. He had just placed the last tile when the phone rang. It was Joan’s
secretary.“There’s been a plane crash,” she said. “I think Joan was on it.”Brett flipped on CNN.
The first words out of the television were“… no survivors.”“Oh, my goodness,” said CNN anchor



Linden Soles. “Well, we had initial reports of 123 people aboard, possibly 130 if that’s counting a
crew of 7. Are there a large number of emergency crews in the area right now, Sandra?”“The
whole county has responded—helicopters, ambulances, medi-rescue, police from all over the
county,” the woman replied.“Now, your estimation that there are perhaps no survivors from this
crash—is that based on what you’ve seen or have you heard any confirmation from any
emergency personnel?”“We have not really had any confirmation on it, but our understanding is
that there are no survivors, but we are not confirmed on that.”Brett quickly dialed the number that
CNN listed for USAir, but he kept getting busy signals. When he finally got through, the USAir
employees were clueless. Brett said he thought his wife was on the plane that crashed. A USAir
agent promised to have someone call back.Brett’s brother Grant had come over to help tile the
floor. He could see that Brett was upset. “What’s up?” he asked.“I think Joan might have been in
a plane crash,” Brett said. His words came out matter-of-factly; it was foolish to jump to
conclusions, right? He didn’t know that she was on that particular plane. There were lots of
flights from Chicago to Pittsburgh. What were the odds that she was on the plane that had
crashed?Joan’s secretary said she would go to the office and check Joan’s itinerary. In the
meantime, Brett called Joan’s credit card company, hoping that she had charged the tickets and
they would have the flight number. The company was no help. Then he tried calling Bob
Henninger, the coworker Joan was supposed to meet in Pittsburgh. He left Henninger a
message and then repeatedly called the hotel where Joan was supposed to stay. But the hotel
operator kept telling him she had not checked in yet. Brett called again and again. Finally the
operator connected him to a room. The phone rang.Thank God! thought Brett. She’s alive!The
operator came back on the line: “I’m sorry. She hasn’t checked in.”Minutes after the accident, a
USAir supervisor typed a few commands into a computer to prevent anyone at the airline from
seeing information about Flight 427. Reservation agents who tried to call up the passenger list
got a curt response on their screen: UNABLE TO DISPLAY.Copies of the passenger list were
printed for only three locations—USAir’s situation room in Pittsburgh, its consumer affairs office
in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, and the eighth-floor conference room at the airline’s
headquarters in Arlington, Virginia—the place that would come to be known as the Next-of-Kin
Room.Within an hour after the crash, about twenty-five grim-faced managers and vice
presidents began to assemble in the big room. A technician hooked up telephones around the
table and plugged in a computer that would be used to compile a master list. Flip charts were
tacked to the walls so everyone could see important phone numbers and the names of the
passengers. A TV in the corner was tuned to CNN.ANCHOR LINDEN SOLES: I’m going to bring
back Leo Janssens, who is the president of the Aviation Safety Institute. As I mentioned earlier,
it’s a non-profit consumer watchdog group. Mr. Janssens, with the crashes and the run of bad
luck that you were mentioning that USAir has encountered over the past five years—this is their
fifth fatal crash—in three of those crashes, the aircraft were Boeing 737s. Is there any safety
suspicion that we should be reading into that number?JANSSENS: I really don’t believe so,
because the Boeing 737 has been in service, airline service I’m talking about, for approximately



30 years. I don’t know the exact number of flight hours, but it’s got an excellent safety record.
Sure there have been crashes, but I ride [the plane] all the time myself. It’s just really too early to
tell what has happened and therefore I caution people not to be overly concerned at this point
about the Boeing 737. USAir normally runs a very good airline. Of course, their safety record
over the past five years has been less than admirable in terms of the rest of the
industry.Everything in the Next-of-Kin Room was battleship gray—the walls, the table, even the
chairs. The color fit the mood. The USAir employees in the room had all volunteered for this duty,
but it was the worst assignment they would ever get. They had to review the reservation lists and
tickets for Flight 427, determine who had actually gotten on the plane, and then deliver the
horrible news to the passengers’ families.There was no legal requirement that an airline
undertake this unpleasant task. After other sudden fatalities, such as car crashes or shootings,
local police departments usually did the notification. They sent an officer or a chaplain to deliver
the grim news in person. But when a plane crashed, one hundred to two hundred people were
killed instantly, and only the airline readily knew their identities. With such an immediate need to
inform so many people, it was impractical to alert police in the hometown of each victim. So it
had become customary for airlines to deliver the news by phone.It wasn’t fast enough, however.
When you’re waiting to hear whether someone you love has died, any wait is too long. Television
created unrealistic expectations. If the TV networks could cover crashes so quickly, it seemed
reasonable to think that airlines could rapidly figure out who was on the plane.But compiling a
list of who actually boarded a plane was surprisingly hard. Many people made reservations and
never showed up. Names got misspelled. First and last names got transposed. Long names got
cut off by the limits of reservation computers. Babies didn’t need a ticket and often were not
included on the passenger manifest. Occasionally people from other flights got on the wrong
plane and didn’t realize it until they were in the air. There was an additional wrinkle: In 1994 the
government had not yet begun requiring passengers to show photo ID, and people often
traveled using someone else’s ticket.Calls had already begun pouring in to USAir’s eleven
reservation centers from friends and relatives who urgently wanted to know if their husbands,
wives, brothers, sisters, or coworkers had been on Flight 427. The USAir agents could say if
other flights had landed safely, but they had no information on 427. They could only promise to
call back.Ralph Miller, a USAir facilities manager and the office computer whiz, was in charge of
the passenger list. It was his job to call the airline’s Pittsburgh situation room and the Chicago
gate agents and go through the list person by person, comparing reservations with the actual
tickets that had been collected at Gate F6 at O’Hare.It was a slow process. The names weren’t
alphabetized. Miller wasn’t sure if there were 125 or 126 passengers. There was confusion about
five or six of them, including a two-year-old girl who was sitting with her mother and did not have
a ticket. Several Department of Energy employees had been booked on later flights but were
allowed to use their tickets on 427. The reservation and ticket totals didn’t match. Five or six
people who turned in tickets at the gate were not on the reservation list. Another five or six were
on the reservation list but had not turned in tickets. Names didn’t match. Joan’s credit card still



had her maiden name, Lahart, so there was confusion about whether the person named on the
card and Joan Van Bortel were two different people.As Miller discussed the last few names for
the list, he began to worry. Would he get the list right? Would he miss somebody? Would he put
someone on the list who had not been on the plane?Brett numbly walked outside to his car
phone, intending to use it to keep calling the hotel and the airline. That would keep the house
phone free in case USAir or Bob Henninger, the man Joan was meeting in Pittsburgh, called
back. But as the night wore on, Brett became increasingly convinced that Joan had been on the
plane.
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R. E. Statham, “Hard to put this one down. This book did a great job of helping the layman to
more fully understand the workings of a jetliner, the airline industry and the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), as well as family members perspective of those who lose
loved ones in air crashes. It was very well researched, did a great job of explaining things-- of
the flight, of the crash, of the aftermath, of the investigation and of the politics and pressures of
the investigation.This was a particularly interesting crash to investigate, since the cause was...
muddy, as many air crashes are. Usually aircraft accidents and incidents are a chain of
problems-- two or three things that combine to cause a catastrophic event-- but in the case of
USAir 427, it took a very long time and tens of thousands of investigation hours to get to the root
of the accident, which occurred while a Boeing 737 was on final approach into Pittsburgh
International Airport on a clear day. The entire accident took 28 seconds, and killed all on
board. And while the two magic "black boxes" (actually orange) were recovered immediately,
they only provided tantalizing clues-- but not answers.What I found particularly interesting was
the interplay between the NTSB, the FAA, Boeing, US Air, and the Airline Pilots Association
(ALPA). The NTSB is trying to find out what caused the crash, so that they could provide
recommendations (training, aircraft fixes, etc) to make the industry safer. The FAA is trying to
protect their turf, and obviously doesn't want the NTSB to make them look bad. Boeing
continues to insist that the crash was a simple matter of pilot error, and their interpretation of the
cockpit tapes and the control inputs from the black boxes is a complete 180 from the ALPA, who
insists that the rudder had serious issues that caused the crash.In the end, the "probable cause"
is found-- a tail rudder control issue-- based upon clues that popped up in another flight, in
another 737, to a different pilot, flying a different aircraft; and in the end, procedure were
identified by the NTSB even before the investigation was complete; final conclusion listed the
probable cause with language and recommendations to fix the problems.As to victim family
perspectives-- wow. These poor folks could get NO answers, but when they were contacted by
the airline, it was done poorly but untrained airline personnel, and in this case, at 2 or 3 am the
next morning after the crash. The book follows one victim's surviving husband closely, and it's a
insightful and thoughtful treatment of how he was feeling and what he was going through.Good
reading for anyone with an interest in aviation, or for anyone with an interest in how any kind of
major accident occurs, is investigated and is explained. It was hard to put down, and I'm
delighted to give it five stars.”

jiffy, “The Investigation of the 1994 Pittsburgh Plane Crash. The Mystery of Flight 427 is the story
of the investigation of the crash of a USAir 737 near Pittsburgh in 1994. 132 people were on the
plane and none survived. I am not mechanically inclined, but I found the account fascinating.
The author describes the possible causes of the crash in terms that can be easily understood
even if you know nothing about airplanes, and he shows us how the various possibilities were



ruled out and how the cause was finally determined. I was amazed at how much can be learned
from small pieces of wreckage and from flight data recorders. The investigators were able to
simulate the final moments of the flight and, on the ground, safely experience what the pilots
experienced just before impact. We also learn how various groups had their own agendas in
determining the cause. Boeing wanted the pilots to be to blame, as opposed to their plane, and
the pilots' union preferred a mechanical failure rather than pilot error. There was a lot of difficulty
in getting the FAA, the NTSB, the pilots' union, USAir, and Boeing to agree to a final
report.Whenever I read about a disaster of this magnitude, I am always concerned about the
human tragedy and the stories of the victims and their families. I realize this is not the author's
main purpose in the book, but I wish he had spent more time on this aspect of the crash. He
chose one victim--Joan Van Bortel, a young woman on a quick trip to a business meeting--to
represent the deceased passengers and her husband Brett to represent the surviving families.
Their story is told in detail, but I'm not sure why they were chosen. I doubt that they were the
most interesting people involved, and they don't appear to be typical of the two groups. Maybe it
was just because Brett was available and willing to talk. I had read elsewhere about the Weaver
family--a mother, a father, and three children--who were returning from the funeral of a nine-year-
old cousin who had died unexpectedly. The relatives probably thought the death of that child
was the worst thing that could happen, and then to lose five more family members a few days
later is unbelievably tragic. That may have been the saddest part of the crash, but the author
gives their story only three sentences. I wanted more.I liked the section with sixteen pages of
photographs showing the major participants in the investigation, the Van Bortels, pieces of
wreckage, and especially the views from the cockpit during the 28 seconds when Flight 427 was
going down. I wish the author had also included diagrams and maps to show the site of the
crash and the locations of various witnesses and places that were mentioned. Diagrams of
parts and sections of the plane would also have been useful.Although I had issues with certain
aspects of the book, I found it very enlightening and I enjoyed reading it. I would recommend it
to anyone with an interest in the subject matter, including those like me who know nothing about
airplanes.”

Brett A. Fishwild, “Broad discussion, good complete story. This book was a "soup to nuts"
discussion of the Flight 427 crash, covering the viewpoints from the NTSB, FAA, Boeing, and US
Air. In addition to describing the evidence from the crash and the tests conducted thereafter, the
author includes background on the people involved and the political process of crash
investigations. As one reviewer noted, there isn't an exuberant amount of technical detail - likely
not quite enough for the engineers or scientists readers. But the content was spot on, I think, for
the general audience.Overall the book is somewhat biased against Boeing and US Air, but there
is some justification for that. Even so, the writing is well balanced. And the author managed to
work in some neat flashbacks near the end and actually made me sit up anxiously reading that
final chapter on the FAA decision. Well done.I would also recommend "Beyond the Black Box" to



readers of this Flight 427 book. "Black Box" delivers a similar description of many crashes in
history and includes a wee bit more technical detail. Both books are highly recommended.”

A. Collins, “Well written and authoritative. Fantastic book. Gives all sides of the story without
favouring one side. Shows how all the vested interests come into play after major fatal crashes.
Yet in the end the truth emerges.”

FLB, “Enjoyable. This book was bought as a gift for a relative who is is interested in aviation. He
said it was very well written and he enjoyed it.”

P. Clark, “Factual account of an aeroplane crash.. A very good book for people who want the
facts of what went wrong with this 737 aeroplanes flight systems.A real mystery that took
investigators years to get to the answer of why flight 427 corkscrewed into the ground killing all
on board. Recommended, and a fascinating book.”

Smilingmind, “Gripping detective story. Fantastic book, deftly handles and makes clear the
politics, engineering and economics of air travel.  Recommended”

The book by Bill Adair has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 64 people have provided feedback.
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